
Ventim AB
Environmental policy

Ventim's environmental work and policy are available to 

all employees and external stakeholders. It is our joint 

responsibility to comply with the policy. The environment 

concerns us all and therefore cooperation and 

commitment are required to create a sustainable 

environment. The environmental policy covers Ventim's

own operations and products as well as our relationships 

with employees and suppliers. Our environmental work is 

constantly being improved, which must also be reflected 

in the fact that the environmental policy, environmental 

goals and environmental requirements are continuously 

revised and developed. Our ambition is active 

environmental work where we look at the entire value 

chain of products and services. Through established 

routines and dialogues, Ventim ensures that the 

environmental work run continuously through a well-

established management system to ensure the quality of 

the products. Our attitude is characterized by respect, 

cooperation and joy in the dialogue with our employees, 

suppliers and partners.

Our actions
Electricity and energy

Increase the efficiency of energy use.The National Environmental Goals, the Generation Goals and 

Limited Climate Impact.

Transport / fuel

By 2021, Ventim has streamlined transports through, for example, carpooling to reduce driving 
distances. Replaced part of the company's meeting trips / year with video, web, telephone 
meetings. Reports annual CO2 emissions from the internal car fleet to the Group for follow-up and 
objectives. Continuous work regarding external transports is underway to streamline and reduce 
the number of transports.

The national goals: Generation goal, Fresh air, Limited climate impact, Protective ozone layer.

Chemicals

Ventim continuously evaluates the use of chemicals at the company to ensure that the use is in line 
with our goal of substituting hazardous chemicals on the so-called PRIO list. 

The National Objectives: Non-toxic environment, good quality groundwater. 

We constantly monitor and comply with applicable environmental legislation and other 
stakeholder requirements We cooperate and set requirements for our suppliers to ensure that 
goods, products contain substances on the EU Candidate List, which is a legal requirement for the 
supplier to inform if a product contains more than 0.1% by weight of a substance. 

We also give employees the conditions to take environmental considerations into account in their 
daily work, including through training and information initiatives. 

The National Goals: All Goals
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